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Abstract
We consider a boosting technique that can be directly applied to multiclass classi.cation prob-
lems. Although many boosting algorithms have been proposed so far, most of them are developed
essentially for binary classi.cation problems, and in order to handle multiclass classi.cation prob-
lems, they need to be reduced somehow to binary ones. In order to avoid such reductions, we
introduce a notion of the pseudo-entropy function G that gives an information-theoretic crite-
rion, called the conditional G-entropy, for measuring the loss of hypotheses. The conditional
G-entropy turns out to be useful for de.ning the weakness of hypotheses that approximate, in
some way, a multiclass function in general, so that we can consider the boosting problem with-
out reduction. We show that the top-down decision tree learning algorithm using the conditional
G-entropy as its splitting criterion is an e1cient boosting algorithm. Namely, the algorithm in-
tends to minimize the conditional G-entropy, rather than the classi.cation error. In the binary
case, our algorithm turns out to be identical to the error-based boosting algorithm proposed by
Kearns and Mansour, and our analysis gives a simpler proof of their results. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Boosting is a technique for .nding a hypothesis with high accuracy by combining
many weak hypotheses that are only moderately accurate. More precisely, boosting is
described as in the following general scheme: the boosting algorithm takes any learning
algorithm as a base learner (sometimes called a weak learner) and reruns it many times
with di8erent distributions on the given sample to get many “weak” hypotheses. Finally
it combines these weak hypotheses somehow to construct a master hypothesis, which
should be a better classi.er than any of the weak hypotheses produced by the base
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learner. In the binary classi.cation problem, a weak hypothesis is usually de.ned to
have error slightly less than 12 , where the error is the probability of misclassi.cation.
The error probability just 12 is considered to be the worst because it can be achieved
by random guessing. So it was surprising that Schapire [11] .rst gave a boosting
algorithm from a base learner that has a slight edge over random guessing. Since then
many boosting algorithms have been proposed and extensively studied both in practice
and theory [3,4,5,7,12], but most of them are essentially based on error and require
base learners to produce hypotheses with error ¡ 12 .
More surprisingly, in some cases we can boost accuracy about a target function
from hypotheses with error just 12 . In fact, Natarajan gave a boosting algorithm [9]
from very weak learning algorithms that are guaranteed to produce hypotheses with
error only slightly below 1 (so including the case of 12 ) but being one-sided. The
error of a hypothesis is one-sided if the hypothesis mistakes on positive (or negative)
examples only. It is easy to check that the hypotheses with one-sided error always have
positive mutual information about a target function whenever the error is below 1,
where the mutual information is based on Shannon entropy. So it is natural to measure
the goodness of a hypothesis in terms of the amount of information, concerning a
target, in the hypothesis. Based on this observation, Takimoto et al. [14] provided a
framework in which the mutual information is used to measure how well the hypothesis
approximates the target.
This information-based criterion turns out to be very useful for de.ning the weak-
ness of hypotheses especially in multiclass classi.cation setting for the following two
reasons, where a target function f takes values in the set of classes Y ={1; : : : ; N}
for N¿2. First, the mutual information can be de.ned between any two multiclass
functions, even when the ranges of the two functions may be di8erent. Second, a weak
hypothesis is naturally de.ned as the hypothesis that has non-zero mutual information.
On the other hand, under the error-based criterion, it is unclear to give a reasonable
de.nition for weak hypotheses: we cannot simply say that a hypothesis is weak if its
error is ¡1− 1=N which is the error by a random guess of N labels. This is because
the distribution over the instance space might give positive weights only on instances
on which f takes either value in {1; 2}⊆Y , yielding essentially a binary classi.cation
problem. So we might still have to require base learner to produce hypotheses with
error ¡1=2 to be boosted in general. However, this requirement seems too strong if
the distribution makes f take all values in Y with equal probability. In this case, a
hypothesis with error ¡1− 1=N would contain positive information on f and su1ce
to be boosted. So in order to handle multiclass classi.cation problems, the error-based
boosting algorithms proposed so far need the problems reduced somehow to the binary
classi.cation problems [5,13].
In this paper, we investigate information-based boosting algorithms which boost the
amount of information about the target function from weak hypotheses with non-zero
mutual information. Since the mutual information is de.ned between any two multi-
class functions, the algorithm can be directly applied to the multiclass classi.cation
problem. The .rst information-based boosting algorithm is the work due to Kearns
and Mansour [7] although it was not explicitly stated so. They analyzed the perfor-
mance of top-down algorithms for growing decision trees, such as C4.5 and CART, in
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order to give justi.cation to empirically successful heuristics: the top-down algorithms
are shown to be an error-based boosting algorithms in the binary classi.cation setting
when we consider the procedure of choosing classi.cation rules at internal nodes as
the base learner. To decide which classi.cation rule (hypothesis) should be chosen, the
top-down algorithm uses a function called the splitting criterion. In particular, C4.5
uses the Shannon entropy function [10] and CART uses the Gini Index [2] as the
splitting criterion. In this paper, we extend the notion of entropy and introduce a func-
tion G called a pseudo-entropy. Using G, we de.ne the criterion called the conditional
G-entropy for measuring the loss of a hypothesis, which is equivalent to consider-
ing the goodness of the hypothesis by the mutual information based on G. Many
functions including Shannon entropy function and Gini Index can be used as pseudo-
entropy. We show that for any pseudo-entropy G, the top-down decision tree learning
algorithm using G as its splitting criterion is an information-based boosting algorithm:
whenever the base learner produces weak hypotheses that give not too large conditional
G-entropy, the tree grown with internal nodes labeled with such hypotheses gives small
conditional G-entropy.
Recently, Aslam modi.ed the most popular boosting algorithm AdaBoost and gives a
partly information-based boosting algorithm called InfoBoost [1]. InfoBoost also com-
bines weak hypotheses with non-zero mutual information to form a master hypothesis
with small classi.cation error. Although InfoBoost seems much more e8ective than de-
cision tree boosting, the analysis is still error-based and it is unclear how InfoBoost can
be applied to multiclass classi.cation problems without reducing them to binary clas-
si.cation problems. Friedman et al. [6] proposed another variant of AdaBoost, called
LogitBoost, based on a statistical analysis of AdaBoost. LogitBoost can naturally han-
dle multiclass classi.cation problems, but its performance on boosting remains unclear.
On the other hand, the top-down algorithm realizes information-based boosting in the
multiclass classi.cation setting in general.
In Section 2 we give the notion of pseudo-entropy function G and de.ne the
G-entropy, the conditional G-entropy and the mutual information based on G. In
Section 3, we de.ne the loss of hypotheses in terms of the conditional G-entropy,
and in Section 4 we show that the top-down decision tree algorithm with G as the
splitting criterion is an information-based Boosting algorithm. In Section 5, we propose
a particular choice of G and show that under this choice of G we can signi.cantly
relax the condition of weak learning. As a by-product, our analysis gives a simpler
proof of the result by Kearns and Mansour.
2. Information-theoretic criterion for approximation
Let X denote an instance space and Y a .nite set of labels. We assume Y ={1; : : : ; N}
with N¿2. Throughout the paper, we .x a target function f : X→Y . Let D denote a
probability distribution over X . We consider a criterion for approximation to f under D
by means of a function h : X→Z , where Z is a .nite set but possibly di8erent from Y .
In the special case where Y =Z , we typically measure the loss (the badness of approx-
imation) of h in terms of the probability of misclassi.cation, i.e., PrD(f(x) =h(x)).
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We call this measure the error of h. In this paper, we measure the loss of h from
an information-theoretic view point. To do so, we extend the notion of entropy and
introduce a function G : [0; 1]N→ [0; 1] having the following three properties:
(1) For any (q1; : : : ; qN )∈[0; 1]N with
∑
i qi=1,
min
16i6N
(1− qi)6 G(q1; : : : ; qN ):
(2) For any (q1; : : : ; qN )∈[0; 1]N with
∑
i qi=1,
G(q1; : : : ; qN ) = 0 ⇔ qi = 1 for some 16 i 6 N:
(3) G is concave. That is, for any x0; x1∈[0; 1]N and any p∈[0; 1],
G(px0 + (1− p)x1)¿ pG(x0) + (1− p)G(x1):
We call such a function G a pseudo-entropy function. Typical examples of pseudo-
entropy functions are: Shannon entropy
− 1
log N
N∑
i=1
qi log qi;
Gini index (of dimension N )
1−
N∑
i=1
q2i ;
and Renyi entropy (of order r¿0)
1
1− r ln
(
N∑
i=1
qri
)
:
In the following, G is assumed to be an arbitrary pseudo-entropy function.
Interpreting G(q1; : : : ; qN ) as uncertainty of labels under the probability distribution
(q1; : : : ; qN ) over Y , we can de.ne notions of the entropy, the conditional entropy and
the mutual information based on G.
Denition 1. For 16 i6N , let qi=PrD(f(x)= i). Then the G-entropy of f with
respect to D, denoted HGD (f), is de.ned as
HGD (f) = G(q1; : : : ; qN ):
Then, we can naturally de.ne the loss of h based on the conditional G-entropy of f
given h, which is interpreted as uncertainty of f remaining after receiving the value
of h.
Denition 2. For 16 i6N and z∈Z , let
qi|z = PrD(f(x) = i|h(x) = z):
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Fig. 1. A geometric interpretation for the mutual information.
Then, the conditional G-entropy of f given h with respect to D, denoted HGD (f|h), is
de.ned as
HGD (f|h) =
∑
z∈Z
PrD(h(x) = z)G(q1|z ; : : : ; qN |z);
and the mutual G-information between f and h with respect to D, denoted IGD (f; h),
is de.ned as
IGD (f; h) = H
G
D (f)− HGD (f|h):
We can give a geometric interpretation for the mutual information. Suppose for sim-
plicity that Z={0; 1} and let pz= PrD(h(x)=z) for z∈Z . Moreover, for z∈Z let xz de-
note the vector (q1|z ; : : : ; qN |z) of dimension N . Then, since PrD(f(x)= i)=
∑
z pzqi|z,
the G-entropy of f is expressed as
HGD (f) = G
(∑
z
pzxz
)
:
Similarly the conditional G-entropy of f given h is expressed as
HGD (f|h) =
∑
z
pzG(xz):
Since G is concave, IGD (f; h)¿0 always holds. That is, any function h brings non-
negative amount of information on f. Fig. 1 illustrates this fact more e8ectively. We
can observe that HGD (f) corresponds to the value of G evaluated at the internally divid-
ing point of x0 and x1 with ratio p1 :p0, and HGD (f|h) corresponds to the internally
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dividing point of G(x0) and G(x1) with the same ratio. So the mutual information
IGD (f; h) is the length of the line segment drawn with the bold line in the .gure. It
is easy to see that if both p0 and p1 are positive, then IGD (f; h)¿0 if and only if
x0 =x1.
Now we show how the conditional G-entropy is related to the error. Since the range
of h may be di8erent from that of f, we have to specify a rule that transforms the
value of h to an element in Y , so that we can de.ne the error of h. For such a rule,
it is natural to use the maximum likelihood estimator. More precisely, let the function
M :Z→Y be de.ned as
M (z) = arg max
16i6N
qi|z ;
where qi|z=PrD(f(x)= i|h(x)=z). Then, we can de.ne the error of h to be PrD
(M (h(x)) =f(x)). By de.nition, we have
PrD(M (h(x)) = f(x)) =
∑
z∈Z
PrD(h(x) = z)PrD(M (z) = f(x)|h(x) = z)
=
∑
z∈Z
PrD(h(x) = z) min
16i6N
(1− qi|z)
6
∑
z∈Z
PrD(h(x) = z)G(q1|z ; : : : ; qN |z)
= HGD (f|h):
Here we used Property 1 of pseudo-entropy function. Moreover, the inequalities above
together with Property 2 says that PrD(M (h(x)) =f(x))=0 if and only if HGD (f|h)=0.
These imply that, in order to .nd a function h having small error, it su1ces to minimize
the conditional G-entropy of f given h. In what follows we .x an arbitrary pseudo-
entropy function G. So we omit the superscript G and simply write HD(f), HD(f|h)
and ID(f; h) to denote the G-entropy, the conditional G-entropy and the mutual G-
information, respectively.
3. Weak learning based on the conditional G -entropy
In this section, we give notions of weak learning algorithms based on the condi-
tional G-entropy. Throughout the paper, we only focus on weak learning and boosting
with respect to an empirical distribution. Let S be a sequence of training examples
(〈x1; f(x1)〉; : : : ; 〈xm; f(xm)〉), where each instance xi belongs to X . A weak learning
algorithm is given as an input in a sequence of training examples S along with a
distribution D over S, i.e., a distribution over the multiset {x1; : : : ; xm}. Given such in-
put, the weak learning algorithm chooses a function h :X→Z as its weak hypothesis.
By a weak hypothesis we mean a function h with the conditional G-entropy HD(f|h)
bounded above by a non-trivial value. In particular, we consider a relative bound on
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the conditional G-entropy that depends on D. Namely, a weak hypothesis is de.ned to
have small conditional G-entropy relative to the G-entropy of the target function.
Denition 3 (Weak learning). A weak learning algorithm is an algorithm that, when
given any sequence of examples S and any probability distribution D over S, produces
a function h satisfying
HD(f|h)6 (1− )HD(f)
for some positive constant ¿0.
Note that since the condition of weak learning is de.ned in terms of the ratio of
the two G-entropies, any constant factor of G does not a8ect the de.nition. In other
words, we can relax the range of G from [0; 1] to [0; M ] for any constant M¿0.
4. A boosting algorithm
In this section we give the top-down decision tree learning algorithm TopDown and
show that it realizes information-based boosting. The algorithm TopDown is given as
input a sample S={(x1; f(x1)); : : : ; (xm; f(xm))} and accuracy parameter ¿0. It is
also given access to a base learner WeakLearn that is a weak learning algorithm. We
consider a decision tree T where each internal node is labeled with a classi.cation
rule h :X→Z produced by the base learner. Instance x∈X induces a path from the
root to a leaf in the obvious way. So we can think of the tree T as a function
from X to the set of leaves of T denoted by leaves(T ). For each leaf ‘∈ leaves(T ),
S‘={(xj; f(xj))∈S|T (xj)=‘} denotes the set of examples in S that reach the leaf ‘
and w‘= |S‘|=|S| denotes the fraction of examples in S that reach ‘. Moreover, let qi|‘
denote the fraction of examples (xj; f(xj)) in S‘ such that f(xj)= i. Note that, unlike
the usual decision tree, we do not need the classi.cation values labeled with the leaves
of T . Now the conditional G-entropy of f given T w.r.t. the uniform distribution U
over S can be represented as
HU (f|T ) =
∑
‘∈leaves(T )
w‘G(q1|‘; : : : ; qN |‘): (1)
As shown in Section 2, HU (f|T ) gives an upper bound on the empirical error of the
tree T .
Now we are ready to describe algorithm TopDown. The algorithm starts with a single
leaf and repeats the following procedure until HU (f|T )6 holds. The algorithm makes
local modi.cations to the current tree T in an e8ort to reduce HU (f|T ). At each local
change, the algorithm runs the base learner WeakLearn for all leaf ‘∈ leaves(T ) by
feeding S‘ together with the uniform distribution D‘ over S‘ to get a hypothesis h‘.
Then it chooses the leaf ‘ such that the weighted mutual G-information w‘ID‘(f; h‘) is
maximum and replaces the leaf ‘ by the internal node labeled with h‘. The tree obtained
in this way is denoted by T (‘; h‘). Fig. 2 gives the details of the algorithm. It should
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TopDown(S; )
begin
Let T be the single-leaf tree.
until HU (f|T )6  do
begin
for all ‘∈ leaves(T ) do
h‘ := WeakLearn(S‘; D‘);
‘ := arg max
‘∈leaves(T )
w‘ID‘(f; h‘);
T := T (‘; h‘);
end
end
end.
Fig. 2. Algorithm TopDown (S; ).
be noticed that using a heap for storing the values w‘ID‘(f; h‘) for all ‘ ∈ leaves(T ),
we can choose in each round the leaf to be replaced in time O(log |leaves(T )|).
The criterion for choosing the leaf to be replaced is simply the greedy strategy that
reduces HU (f|T ) most. To see this, observe that qi|‘=PrD‘(f(x)= i) for any 16 i6N
and so HD‘(f)=G(q1|‘; : : : ; qN |‘). Therefore, we have
HU (f|T )− HU (f|T (‘; h)) = w‘(HD‘(f)− HD‘(f|h)) = w‘ID‘(f; h): (2)
Moreover, since the base learner WeakLearn is a weak learning algorithm, the hypoth-
esis h must satisfy ID‘(f; h)¿HD‘(f) (see De.nition 3). This implies that HU (f|T )
decreases whenever it is positive. So we will eventually get tree T with HU (f|T )=0.
Now we state our main result.
Theorem 4. Let WeakLearn be a weak learning algorithm based on G-entropy and
let  be the associated constant. Then, for any sequence S of examples of f and any
¿0, algorithm TopDown(S; ) produces T with HU (f|T )6 before the number of
internal nodes of T reaches
(
1

)(log |Z|)=
:
Proof. Let T ∗ be the tree obtained by employing algorithm TopDown with =0,
namely, HU (f|T ∗)=0. All trees that actually appear in the growing process of the
algorithm are prunings of T ∗. For any node u of T ∗, let F(u)=wuHDu(f). Let hu be
the hypothesis that the base learner produces at node u. Then
wuHDu(f|hu) =
∑
‘∈child(u)
F(‘); (3)
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where child(u) is the set of child nodes of u. Now we can view TopDown as the marking
process as follows: the marked nodes represent the internal nodes of a current tree T .
Initially it marks the root of T ∗. For each round, it marks the node u∈ leaves(T )
that maximizes wuIDu(f; hu)=F(u) −
∑
‘∈child(u) F(‘), where leaves(T ) is the set of
unmarked nodes that are children of marked nodes. Clearly for the root of T ∗,
F(root) = HU (f)6 1
and for any node (including the root) of T ∗,
F(u)− ∑
‘∈child(u)
F(‘)¿ F(u) (4)
hold since hu is a weak hypothesis w.r.t. Du. Moreover for a current tree T we have
HU (f|T ) =
∑
‘∈leaves(T )
F(‘): (5)
First consider the case where |Z |=2. Let T be the tree at the beginning of the tth
round of the marking process and let Ht denote the conditional G-entropy HU (f|T ).
Note that the number of leaves of T is t. So by Eqs. (5) and (4), the node u marked
in this round must satisfy
F(u)− ∑
‘∈child(u)
F(‘)¿
1
t
∑
u∈leaves(T )
(
F(u)− ∑
‘∈child(u)
F(‘)
)
¿ Ht=t:
This together with (2) implies that
Ht − Ht+1 = wuIDu(f; hu) = F(u)−
∑
‘∈child(u)
F(‘)¿ Ht=t;
or equivalently
Ht+1 6
(
1− 
t
)
Ht 6 e−(=t)Ht:
Since H161, we have
Ht+1 6 e
−
∑t
j=1
1=j 6 e− ln t = t−:
So if t¿(HU (f)=)1=, we have Ht+16, as desired.
Now consider the case where |Z |¿2. For simplicity we assume that |Z | is a power
of 2. In this case, each internal node of T ∗ has |Z | child nodes. We expand the tree
T ∗ by replacing each internal node u by a full binary tree #u of depth log |Z | so that
we can identify the root of #u with u and the leaves of #u with the child nodes of u.
Let u be such that∑
‘∈leaves(#u)
F(‘) = (1− u)F(u); (6)
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where leaves(#u) is the set of child nodes of u in the original tree. Note that u¿
must hold. Now letting ′u=1− (1− u)1= log |Z|, we recursively assign
F(v) =
∑
w∈child(v)
F(w)=(1− ′u)
to all internal nodes v of #u. Since ′u¿u= log |Z |¿= log |Z |, the condition (4) re-
mains to hold with = log |Z | for the expanded tree. Let us verify that we can do this
assignment to the root u of #u. Applying our assignment recursively, we have
F(u) =
∑
‘∈leaves(#u)
F(‘)=(1− ′u)log |Z| =
∑
‘∈leaves(#u)
F(‘)=(1− u)
by our choice of ′u, which veri.es (6). Applying the marking process to this expanded
tree, we get the tree T with HU (f|T )6 before (HU (f)=)log |Z|= trials.
Although this theorem does not necessarily guarantee small generalization error, a
standard argument shows that the generalization error of a hypothesis is not much
larger than its empirical error if the complexity of the hypothesis is not too large (see
e.g. [5]).
5. A pseudo-entropy function
In the previous section, we showed that boosting is possible whenever we have a
weak learning algorithm based on the conditional G-entropy for any pseudo-entropy
function G. However, it is not clear why G is useful for in weak learning. In particular,
what G makes the condition of weak learning really weak so that we can easily .nd
a weak learning algorithm based on the G? In this section, we consider the weak
learnability under some restricted class of distributions, and we give a particular G
as a useful pseudo-entropy function that guarantees that weak learning in this setting
implies distribution-free weak learning.
5.1. The binary classi7cation case
In the binary case where |Y |=2, Kearns and Mansour observed that the top-down
decision tree learning algorithm shows a good performance of error-based boosting
for pseudo-entropy G having a strong concavity, and by this analysis they suggested
G(q1; q2)=
√
q1q2 that gives an e1cient boosting algorithm. Moreover, Schapire and
Singer showed that their AdaBoost algorithm works best when weak hypotheses are
guaranteed to have not too large conditional G-entropy with G(q1; q2)=
√
q1q2 rather
than not too large error, provided that the hypotheses are based on a partitioning of
the domain like a decision tree [13].
In the information-based setting, this choice of G turns also out to have a nice
property that signi.cantly weaken the condition of weak learning. Namely, we have an
equivalent de.nition of weak learning algorithms even if we restrict D within a class of
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balanced probability distributions. A distribution D is balanced if q1=q2=1=2, where
qi=PrD(f(x)= i) for i∈Y ={1; 2}.
Proposition 5. Assume that G(q1; q2)=
√
q1q2 is used for the pseudo-entropy function.
If there exists a weak learning algorithm with respect to balanced distributions, then
there exists a distribution-free weak learning algorithm.
Proof. Assume we have a weak learning algorithm A with respect to balanced distri-
butions. Using A, we construct a distribution-free weak learning algorithm B. Suppose
that B is given as input a probability distribution D over a sequence of examples
S=(〈x1; f(x1)〉; : : : ; 〈xm; f(xm)〉). First B calculates qi=PrD(f(x)= i) for i=1; 2. Note
that qi is easy to compute by qi=
∑
j:f(xj)= i D(xj). Without loss of generality, we can
assume that G(q1; q2) =0. Now we de.ne the balanced distribution D′ induced by D
as follows. For any 16j6m, let D′(xj)=D(xj)=(2qi), where i=f(xj). Clearly the
distribution D′ is balanced. Then, B runs A with the examples S along with the distri-
bution D′ and receives h that A produces. Since A is a weak learning algorithm with
respect to balanced distributions, h must satisfy
HD′(f|h)6 (1− )HD′(f) (7)
for some ¿0.
Now we estimate HD′(f|h) in terms of probabilities with respect to D. For i∈Y and
z∈Z , let wz=PrD(h(x)=z) and qi|z=PrD(f(x)= i|h(x)=z). An easy calculus gives
that
w′z = PrD′(h(x) = z) =
wz
2
(
q1|z
q1
+
q2|z
q2
)
and
q′i|z = PrD′(f(x) = i|h(x) = z) =
qi|z=qi
q1|z=q1 + q2|z=q2
:
Using these equations, we have
HD′(f|h) =
∑
z∈Z
w′zG(q
′
1|z ; q
′
2|z)
=
∑
z
wz
2
(
q1|z
q1
+
q2|z
q2
)[(
q1|z=q1
q1|z=q1 + q2|z=q2
)(
q2|z=q2
q1|z=q1 + q2|z=q2
)]1=2
=
∑
z
wz
2
√q1|zq2|z√
q1q2
=
HD(f|h)
2HD(f)
=
HD′(f)HD(f|h)
HD(f)
:
The last equality comes from the fact that HD′(f)=
√
(1=2)(1=2)=1=2. By inequal-
ity (7), we can conclude HD(f|h)6(1 − )HD(f), which implies that h is a weak
hypothesis with respect to D.
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It is not hard to see that any error-based weak hypothesis h with PrD(f(x) =h(x))
61=2 −  immediately implies an information-based weak hypothesis with HD(f|h)
6(1−22)HD(f) with respect to any balanced distribution. For completeness we give
the proof of this in Appendix. Therefore, Proposition 5 says that any error-based weak
learning algorithm can be transformed to an information-based weak learning algo-
rithm in the distribution-free setting. Because we have an information-based boosting
algorithm and an information-based strong learning algorithm is also an error-based
strong learning algorithm, the overall transformations involved gives an error-based
boosting algorithm. Here we get a much simpler proof of the main result of Kearns
and Mansour.
5.2. The multiclass classi7cation case
For the multiclass classi.cation problem, we also give a pseudo-entropy function so
that the class of balanced distributions su1ces to be considered for weak learning. Our
choice is a natural extension of the one given for the binary case. Namely,
G(q1; : : : ; qN ) =
N∑
i=1
g(qi);
where g(x)=
√
x(1− x)=√N − 1. The factor 1=√N − 1 is for a normalization so that
the range of G is upper bounded by 1. Clearly G is a pseudo-entropy function.
First we give a de.nition of balanced distributions for the multiclass case.
Denition 6 (Balanced distributions). Let D be a probability distribution over X and
qi denote PrD(f(x)= i) for i∈Y ={1; : : : ; N}. The distribution D is said to be balanced
if there exists a subset Y ′⊆Y such that qi=1=|Y ′| if i∈Y ′ and qi=0 otherwise. We
call |Y ′| the degree of the distribution.
Note that the G-entropy of f with respect to a balanced distribution with degree k
is
√
k − 1.
Now we show that a weak learning algorithm that is guaranteed to work well for
balanced distributions can be transformed to a weak learning algorithm that works well
for any distributions. The next lemma is used for the later analysis.
Lemma 7. Let q1; : : : ; qN be non-negative real numbers with
∑N
i=1 qi=1. Then, there
exist at least two i’s satisfying g(qi)¿G(q1; : : : ; qN )=(2N ).
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that q1¿ · · ·¿qN . Note that g(q1)¿ · · ·
¿g(qN ). So, it su1ces to show that g(q2)¿G(q1; : : : ; qN )=(2N ). Since the function g
is concave, we have
∑
i¿2
g(qi)¿ g
(∑
i¿2
qi
)
= g(1− q1) = g(q1);
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which implies that G(q1; : : : ; qN )=g(q1) +
∑
i¿2 g(qi)¿2g(q1). Therefore,
g(q2)¿
G(q1; : : : ; qN )− g(q1)
N − 1 ¿
G(q1; : : : ; qN )
2N
:
Proposition 8. If there exists a weak learning algorithm with respect to balanced
distributions, then there exists a distribution-free weak learning algorithm.
Proof. Assume we have a weak learning algorithm A with respect to balanced distribu-
tions. Using A, we construct a distribution free weak learning algorithm B. Suppose that
B is given as input a probability distribution D over S=(〈x1; f(x1)〉; : : : ; 〈xm; f(xm)〉).
First B calculates qi=PrD(f(x)= i) for 16 i6N . Let Y ′={i∈Y |g(qi)¿G(q1; : : : ;
qN )=(2N )}. By Lemma 7, we have k= |Y ′|¿2. Now we de.ne the balanced dis-
tribution D′ induced by D as follows. For any 16j6m, let D′(xj)=D(xj)=(kqi) if
i=f(xj)∈Y ′ and D′(xj)=0 otherwise. Then, B runs A with the examples S along with
the distribution D′ and receives h that A produces. Since A is a weak learning algo-
rithm with respect to balanced distributions, h must satisfy HD′(f|h)6(1 − )HD′(f)
for some ¿0.
Now we estimate HD′(f|h) in terms of probabilities with respect to D. For i∈Y and
z∈Z , let wz=PrD(h(x)=z) and qi|z=PrD(f(x)= i|h(x)=z). As shown in the proof of
Proposition 5, we have
w′z = PrD′(h(x) = z) =
wz
k
∑
l∈Y ′
ql|z
ql
and
q′i|z = PrD′(f(x) = i|h(x) = z) =
qi|z=qi∑
l∈Y ′ (ql|z=ql)
for i∈Y ′ and q′i|z=0 for i ∈Y ′. Using these equations, we have
HD′(f|h) =
∑
z∈Z
w′zG(q
′
1|z ; : : : ; q
′
N |z)
=
1√
N − 1
∑
z
wz
k
∑
i∈Y ′
[
qi|z
qi
∑
l∈Y ′\{i}
ql|z
ql
]1=2
:
Since HD′(f)=
√
(k − 1)=(N − 1), we have
∑
z
wz
∑
i∈Y ′
[
qi|z
qi
∑
l∈Y ′\{i}
ql|z
ql
]1=2
6 (1− )k√k − 1: (8)
Let i be the real number satisfying
∑
z wzg(qi|z)=(1− i)g(qi) for i∈Y ′. Note that
since
∑
z wzqi|z=qi and g is concave, we must have 06i61. Now we introduce the
probability distribution over Z such that each z∈Z is chosen with probability wz. Then,
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we claim that the probability that qi|z is too small relative to qi is upper-bounded in
terms of i.
Claim. For any i∈Y ′ and *¿0,
Prz(qi|z 6 qi(1− *)) =
∑
z:qi|z6qi(1−*)
wz 6
8i
*2
:
Proof. First we consider the case where qi61=2. Using a Taylor’s expansion analysis
for g, we can show that g(x)6g(qi)+ g′(qi)(x− qi) for any 06x61, and especially
for x6qi,
g(x)6 g(qi) + g′(qi)(x − qi) + g
′′(qi)
2
(x − qi)2
= g(qi) + g′(qi)(x − qi)− [qi(1− qi)]
−3=2
8
√
N − 1 (x − qi)
2
= g(qi) + g′(qi)(x − qi)− g(qi)8[qi(1− qi)]2 (x − qi)
2
6 g(qi) + g′(qi)(x − qi)− g(qi)8q2i
(x − qi)2:
Therefore, we have∑
z
wzg(qi|z) =
∑
z:qi|z6qi
wzg(qi|z) +
∑
z:qi|z¿qi
wzg(qi|z)
6
∑
z
wz(g(qi) + g′(qi)(qi|z − qi))− g(qi)8q2i
∑
z:qi|z6qi
wz(qi|z − qi)2
6 g(qi)− g(qi)8q2i
∑
z:qi|z6qi(1−*)
wz(qi|z − qi)2
6 g(qi)− g(qi)*
2
8
Prz(qi|z 6 qi(1− *))
6 g(qi)
(
1− *
2
8
Prz(qi|z 6 qi(1− *))
)
:
Since
∑
z wzg(qi|z)=(1− i)g(qi), the claim holds.
Next we consider the case where qi¿1=2. Since the function
√
x is concave, we
have
∑
z
wzg(qi|z)6
√∑
z wzqi|z(1− qi|z)
N − 1 =
√
qi −
∑
z wzq
2
i|z
N − 1 :
so,
qi −
∑
z
wzq2i|z ¿ (1− i)2qi(1− qi)¿ (1− 2i)qi(1− qi);
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which implies
2iqi(1− qi)¿
∑
z
wz(qi|z − qi)2 ¿
∑
z:qi|z6qi(1−*)
wz(qi|z − qi)2
¿ (qi*)2 Prz(qi|z 6 qi(1− *)):
Since qi¿1=2, we have
Prz(qi|z 6 qi(1− *))6 2i(1− qi)qi*2 6
2i
*2
:
Due to the claim above, inequality (8) can be rewritten as
(1− )k√k − 1¿∑
z
wz
∑
i∈Y ′
[
qi|z
qi
∑
l∈Y ′\{i}
ql|z
ql
]1=2
¿ Prz(∀i ∈ Y ′; qi|z ¿ qi(1− =2))k[(k − 1)(1− =2)2]1=2
¿
(
1− (32=2) ∑
i∈Y ′
i
)
(1− =2)k√k − 1
¿
(
1−
(
(32=2)
∑
i∈Y ′
i + =2
))
k
√
k − 1:
So,
∑
i∈Y ′ i¿
3=64. This implies that there exists an l∈Y ′ such that l¿3=(64N ).
Since l∈Y ′ and so g(ql)¿G(q1; : : : ; qN )=(2N )=HD(f)=(2N ), we have
HD(f|h) =
∑
i
∑
z
wzg(qi|z)6
∑
i 	=l
g(qi) + (1− l)g(ql)
=
∑
i
g(qi)− lg(ql)6 HD(f)− (3=(64N ))(HD(f)=(2N ))
=HD(f)(1− 3=(128N 2)):
Therefore, h is also a weak hypothesis with respect to D.
6. Concluding remarks
We introduced the notion of pseudo-entropy function and showed that for any
pseudo-entropy function G, the conditional G-entropy is useful for measuring the loss
of hypotheses especially for the multiclass classi.cation problems. We showed that
the top-down decision tree learning algorithm with G as its splitting criterion realizes
information-based boosting. Unfortunately, however, the performance of boosting of
the top-down algorithm is much worse than other popular boosting algorithms such
as AdaBoost. In particular, the sample complexity of our algorithm is of the form of
(1=)1= (see Theorem 4), whereas that of AdaBoost is only poly((1=) log (1=)). So
we cannot allow  to be as small as 1=poly(n; s), where n and s are the domain and
the target complexities, respectively.
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This ine1ciency comes from the fact that the top-down algorithm divides the domain
into small pieces and the local modi.cation at a small piece contributes little to the
performance of the whole tree. To overcome this di1culty, Mansour and MacAllester
recently develop an algorithm [8] that is based on the top-down algorithm but now
some leaves are sometimes merged into one, ending up in a branching program. It is
worth analyzing this algorithm using the conditional G-entropy.
Another issue with our algorithm is the question of what pseudo-entropy function
G is the best one to use. The function G we proposed seems to help the base learner
because it is required to work well only for balanced distributions. However, in order
to show that this really helps, we need to give instances of natural and non-trivial
weak learning algorithms.
Other promising approaches to designing information-based boosting are to analyze
InfoBoost [1] and LogitBoost [6] in terms of the conditional G-entropy and show that
these algorithms have a boosting property even when they are applied to multiclass
classi.cation problems.
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Appendix
Lemma A.1. Let f :X→{1; 2} and h :X→{1; 2}. Let D be a balanced distribution
over X . If PrD(f(x) =h(x))61=2− , then
HGD (f|h)6 (1− 22)HGD (f);
where G(q1; q2)=
√
q1q2.
Proof. Let
w = PrD(h(x) = 1);
p1 = PrD(f(x) = 1|h(x) = 1);
p2 = PrD(f(x) = 1|h(x) = 2):
Since D is a balanced distribution, we have
PrD(f(x) = 1) = wp1 + (1− w)p2 = 12 : (A.1)
The condition PrD(f(x) =h(x))6 12 −  implies
w(1− p1) + (1− w)p2 6 1=2− : (A.2)
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Finally, the conditional entropy is represented as
HD(f|h) = w
√
p1(1− p1) + (1− w)
√
p2(1− p2): (A.3)
Using (A.1) we can eliminate the variable p2 from (A.2) and (A.3) and get
w − 2wp1 def= ′ ¿  (A.4)
and
HD(f|h) =w
√
p1(1− p1) +
√
(1=2− wp1)(1=2 + wp1 − w)
=
√
wp1(w − wp1) +
√
(1=2− wp1)(1=2 + wp1 − w): (A.5)
Plugging (A.4) into (A.5), we have
HD(f|h) =
√
wp1(wp1 + ′) +
√
(1=2− wp1)(1=2− wp1 − ′);
which is rewritten as
HD(f|h) = g(wp1) + g(1=2− ′ − wp1);
where g(x)=
√
x(x + ′). Since the function g is concave, HD(f|h) is maximized when
wp1=1=2− ′ − wp1, that is, wp1=1=4− ′=2. Plugging this into above formula, we
have
HD(f|h) = 2g(1=4− ′=2)
= 2
√
(1=4− ′=2)(1=4 + ′=2)
= (1=2)
√
1− 4′2
6 (1=2)(1− 2′2)
6 (1=2)(1− 22);
which completes the proof since HD(f)=1=2.
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